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'The Rabbits' offers a rich and immensely valuable perspective on the effect of man on his
environment. Visually loaded and told with a passion for truth and understanding, it aims to
promote cultural awareness and a sense of caring for the natural world.

From School Library JournalK-Gr 2-Whereas Drawing from Memory (Scholastic, 2011) revealed
a slice of Say's youth, this title is seen through the lens of fatherhood, although the narrator is
omniscient. As the story opens, "Yuriko came to stay with her father on Thursday that week."
Readers follow the flaxen-haired child through homework assignments that involve bringing a
baby picture to school and, later, creating a model of the Golden Gate Bridge. A photograph of
Yuriko clad in a red, flowered kimono becomes a source of confusion for her classmates, who
associate Japanese appearance with dark hair. When the art teacher mispronounces her name,
and the students follow suit, her day goes from bad to worse; miserable, she seeks a new
identity upon arriving home. Father and daughter visit a familiar sushi restaurant, Golden Gate
Park, and the bridge (shrouded in fog), all of which help the troubled girl process her feelings
and inspire a unique response to the art project. Their banter pits paternal teasing mixed with
loving support against childlike swings between melodrama and earnestness. Say's command
of watercolor, ink, and pencil develops the visual narrative through a combination of uncluttered
interiors; peaceful, restorative gardens; and emotionally complex portraits. The concluding
photograph of Yuriko as a young woman in Japan (also wearing a kimono) conveys an
acceptance and pride regarding her heritage and adds impact to the message. A sensitive
addition to the canon of picture books about children coming to terms with being "different."-
Wendy Lukehart, District of Columbia Public Libraryα(c) Copyright 2013. Library Journals LLC, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.From BooklistYuriko,
who is staying with her father for the weekend, comes home upset after the kids in art class
make fun of her name. She decides she wants to be called Michelle from now on, which her
father humors with judicious stoicism. Over the next couple of days he takes her to her favorite
restaurant for sushi, through the Japanese Garden in Golden Gate Park, and to an ink-painting
demonstration, but things turn sour again when they visit the Golden Gate Bridge—which is
supposed to be the subject of a class art project—and find it shrouded in fog. One stroke of
ingenuity on Yuriko’s part later, however, and things are set right again. Say’s artwork, rendered
in pen and ink and watercolors, is as classy as ever. Although the little girl stars in every
illustration, this clearly autobiographical book is very much from the father’s point of view. Still,
the genuine warmth and nontrivializing look at childhood troubles should endear this to a young
audience. And the emphasis on celebrating one’s culture while finding common ground with
others is universally handy. Grades 1-3. --Ian ChipmanReviewPraise for Drawing From



Memory"Aesthetically superb; this will fascinate comics readers and budding artists while
creating new Say fans." -- Kirkus Reviews, starred review"Illustrations are richly detailed and
infused with warmth.... Readers of all ages will be inspired by the young Say's drive and
determination." -- School Library Journal, starred review"As the story of a young artist's coming
of age, Say's account is complex, poignant, and unfailingly honest. Say's fans--and those who
also feel the pull of the artist's life--will be captivated." -- Publishers Weekly"Approached from
almost any angle, this book is a treasure." -- Washington PostAbout the AuthorAllen Say is the
beloved author and illustrator of many acclaimed books for children, including the highly
acclaimed Drawing from Memory, The Inker's Shadow, and The Favorite Daughter (all published
by Scholastic); the Caldecott Medal winner Grandfather's Journey; and the Caldecott Honor
winner The Boy of the Three-Year Nap. He is known for his technical skill and varied style, and
his books pay tribute to Japanese culture, as well as his own personal experiences. His many
books include Tree of Cranes, Under the Cherry Blossom Tree, Tea with Milk, and Erika-San. He
lives in Portland, Oregon.Read more
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Lost & Found: Three by Shaun Tan (Lost and Found Omnibus)



Ashley, “Good book for Conversation. A great book that you can really create a conversation with
your child about a hard topic.”

Barefoot Betsy, “Covers important history in a child-friendly way. Excellent book for looking at
how colonization has harmed and still harms indigenous people, specifically in Australia.I took
off one star only because my children found the illustration style a bit difficult to follow, but the
story is excellent and the illustrations are astounding upon very close review. The story is very
much along the lines of 
  
The Wump World

  
  
, but more specific to what was done to Indigenous Australians. I'm very happy to have both
books in my home library.”

Deejay, “Delight. Even if it’s used it is in great condition. It’s wider than I expected. The pages
have a nice child-like feel to it. Love the illustrations. Quite eerie yet totally true to our real world.”

Jordan, “Beautiful. Shaun Tan is one of the most talented artists in the picture books/graphic
novels. This short book with huge pictures stands as one of his best. Each image is full of small
details, beautiful colors, and creativity. It may be too dark for young children but anyone who
enjoys beautiful paintings or art in general should find something to love in this book.If you would
like to see more of Shaun Tan's work I highly recommend his recent graphic novel release: The
Arrival. It reads like an old silent film and there's no one else's words to get in the way.”

Dagapela, “A book that must be in your library. Surprising number of layers to this book. The
artwork is very stimulating as well. The book has intrigued a range of age groups in our family.
Highly recommended.”

Mortdee, “Nice book. Nice book, in great shape. The price was much less expensive for the
paperback than the hard cover book, but was just as sturdy.”



Betsy Bird, “Scooping up the field mice, and bopping them over the head. First of all, I'm going to
admit right here and now that I was seriously depressed as a child by Dr. Suess's, "The Lorax".
A great book with a great story and a great moral and it brought me down low. But that's okay. I
got over it. I was doing all right. Then I idly picked up John Marsden's, "The Rabbits" in my local
lending library. Suddenly all the feelings I'd ever felt after reading "The Lorax" were back, but
stronger. I came to the realization that this book was better than the Seussian creation. It carries
a different message, but the idea behind the tale (and the method of teaching it) is the same.
Once you've read "The Rabbits", you can't unread it. It sticks in your brain and you start to see
its scenes replaying themselves in your mind at the oddest of times. The best word I can conjure
up to describe this book is "haunting". It's like nothing you've ever read before.To read this book
requires understanding a little about its background. Originally published (as far as I could
ascertain by the nationalities of the author and illustrator) in Australia, the book is about the
effects of colonization. As you may recall, rabbits were once a foreign species that was
introduced to the Australian wildlife with disastrous results. Devouring the native resources and
spreading like mad, both they and cane toads are considered dangerous pests. Taking that idea
as a starter, we follow the arrival of civilized rabbits on a vaguely Australian-like land. The story
is told from the point of view of some brown curly tailed spear carrying native animals. As the
book begins the native animals say, "At first we didn't know what to think. They looked a bit like
us. There weren't many of them". Time passes and more and more rabbits come to the land.
They build their own kinds of houses and introduce their own animals. When the native
creatures (bush babies, perhaps?) fight back they loose because there are too many rabbits.
The rabbits destroy the land and (in the worst and most heart-wrenching scene in the book)
they, "Stole Our Children". Rabbit driven planes fly away with little baby creatures in kites trailing
behind as they parents run along the ground, their arms extended. In the end, the land is bare
and all the animals are gone. In a final picture, a native creature sits across from a rabbit next to
a tiny puddle that reflects the stars, the ground littered with trash. The animals asks, "Who will
save us from the rabbits?"Sad? You don't know the half of it. It was delightful seeing how many
details in this tale were particular to the Australian aboriginal people. The fact that their children
were taken by the white settlers to be taught in white schools. Pictures of the fights (natives
destroying the rabbit proof fences). Symbols repeat in illustration after illustration. The rabbit's
flags look British, until you realize that the lines on them are arrows pointing everywhere. The
guns and houses of the rabbits are inscribed with the words, "Might = Right". If author John
Marsden is clever, illustrator Shaun Tan matches him pound for pound. This tale is artistically
and morally interesting. I've spent more time than I like to think about poring over these pages.
The book is covered in the most minute and fascinating details. Notice the single yellow flower
that grows in the rabbits' town. The fact that the rabbits are partitioning out the land, even as
they draw topographic lines on the ground. The cows that are permanently attached to milking
machines and that already have their tasty parts outlined on their bodies.It all comes down to
that final question: Is this a book for children? Originally I said no and my husband said yes.



Then I looked closely at the book. It's not without a glimpse of hope, you know. Even as the little
creature at the end asks, "Where is the rich dark earth brown and moist?", there's a rabbit sadly
dropping the dry rotten dust of the ground from its hand. The final shot of the two creatures
facing one another across the tiny pond suggests that the only one to save them from the rabbits
are the rabbits themselves. If enough see what has gone wrong, that is. Some children will
understand this story intrinsically while others will be brought down low by it. Know your child
before you decide whether or not to share this book with them. If you decide they might not be
ready yet, buy it anyway for yourself. Books like this one are rare pieces of art that disappear so
quickly. This tale is ideal for those adults that are learning to read as well. Honestly, I don't know
what more I can say to make you want to buy this book. If I have to, I'll beg you. Please. To read
this is to experience something deeply touching. People so rarely get a chance to see books
this well made.  Take the chance and find it.”

PT, “Thought-provoking. A picture book with a simple story, so it must be for little children - not
really... The story is the grim tale of the colonisation of Australia and the dreadful harm done to
the original inhabitants. The art work is remarkable and provides new ideas to ponder with every
fresh viewing. We are currently making a study of it with teenagers and they are learning to look
for the many hidden ideas and elegant symbolism in the illustrations. It's well worth buying to
look at the pictures, but it also makes you want to go & research what really happened ... and
then you feel the pain.”

CH, “Great quality. Product advertised as nearly new and it was !Excellent condition”

Lynette, “Yearly. Used this with my year 6 class. Used in a variety of ways.”

Lana, “Great. Great”

The book by Allen Say has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 191 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 160 pages
Reading age: 2 - 6 years
Grade level: Preschool - 3
Item Weight: 9.2 ounces
Dimensions: 9.25 x 0.2 x 12.24 inches
Hardcover: 32 pages
Lexile measure: 510L
School & Library Binding: 64 pages
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